
Artificial intelligence and its 
applications in health care
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=34
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28x28 matrix = 784 elements
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Try yourself
IMAGE RECOGNITION
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Steps: 
 Initiate AI environment
 Run Exercise1

 Download images from the web
 Can you find images that AI can not recognize?

 Run Exercise2

 Run Exercise3
 Think about the Accelerometer data
 Can you design your own Accelerometer AI?
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https://sites.google.com/a/gap.cgu.edu.tw/cclee/

https://sites.google.com/a/gap.cgu.edu.tw/cclee/


18Anaconda Prompt



cd
Go to your working folder

19



Commands for exercise 1

 activate   exercise1

 cd C:\Users\tensorflow\Desktop\exercise1

 python    classify_image.py    --image_file koala.jpg

20

Input image file Name
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Indri (大狐猴)
(score = 0.00066)

Wombat (袋熊)
(score = 0.00243)

Bird hatchet
(score = 0.00066)

koala (score = 0.91520)

Madagascar cat
(score = 0.00064)



Who am I ?
22

Golden retrieverElephant

Image file name: 
whatIsThis.PNG

Image file name: 
WhoAmI.png



Go to Google and get one 
image and try yourself
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Try yourself!



Step1: Search an image 24



Step 2: save it to exercise 1 
folder using Snipping tool
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Step 3: Save the image 
you snipped 
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The folder is in 
Desktop -> exercise1
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Remember the file name
Capture.PNG
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Anaconda Prompt

Commands for exercise 1

 Click Anaconda Prompt

 activate   exercise1

 cd C:\Users\tensorflow\Desktop\exercise1

 python    classify_image.py    --image_file Capture.PNG

30

Input image file Name



Try other images you can 
get from google
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20 minutes break 32



How ?
 Google Inception model
 25 million parameters
 more than 1 million images
 classify images into 1000 object categories
 keyboard, mouse, pencil, and many animals…
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268,203 131,072



AI in Health care
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AI in Health care

 AI applications in health care could save up 
to $150 billion annually for the U.S. health 
care economy by 2026

 Analyze complex medical data

 Discover symptoms

 AI as medical care assistance
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1. Robot-assisted surgery 36

Estimated value of $40 billion

By Mikael Häggström



2. Virtual nursing assistants 37

Estimated value of $20 billion



3. Administrative workflow assistance

 Computer-assisted physician 
documentation (CAPD): offers real-time 
clinical documentation guidance

 Help physicians provide a more 
personalized and efficient treatment 
experience
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Estimated value of $18 billion



4. AI cancer detectors 39

Software has been developed to accurately contour 
head and neck tumors. 
Photograph: Carlos E Cardenas



5. Powerful machines for AI 40

 1,000 super computers
 4,000 NVidia Tesla V100 GPUs (300,000 USD each)
 400 TB (400,000GB) of Memory
 2 PB (2,000 TB) of SSD storages for computing
 20 PB of high speed hard drive for medical data

1 CPU

1~2 Gaming GPU (1,000 USD 
each)

8~64 GB memory

2~4 TB storage



Create your own model
TRAINING ON FLOWERS (MOVIE STARS, CARS, DOG&CATS…)

41



Let’s build a flower classifier 42

daisy

roses

sunflowers



Anaconda Prompt
 Click Anaconda Prompt

 activate exercise2

 cd C:\Users\tensorflow\Desktop\exercise2

 python retrain.py --image_dir datasets

43Step 1: model building

Training data folder name



Wait for 10~20 minutes 44



Step 2: run your classifier
 cd C:\Users\tensorflow\Desktop\exercise2\output

 python label_image.py --graph=./output_graph.pb --
labels=./output_labels.txt --input_layer=Placeholder --
output_layer=final_result --image=./test.jpg
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Image file name
Your want to be predicted



The result! 46

Roses: 0.9991856

Daisy: 0.00046497074

Sunflowers: 0.00034939148



Train your AI to recognize 
movie stars

47



48



Anaconda Prompt
 Click Anaconda Prompt

 activate exercise2

 cd C:\Users\tensorflow\Desktop\exercise2

 python retrain.py --image_dir datasets

49Step 1: model building

Training data folder name

moviestars



Step 2: run your classifier
 cd C:\Users\tensorflow\Desktop\exercise2\output

 python label_image.py --graph=./output_graph.pb --
labels=./output_labels.txt --input_layer=Placeholder --
output_layer=final_result --image=./Capture.PNG
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Image file name
Your want to be predicted



Try your self
 How about BB8 and Han Solo classifier ?
 How would you do?
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20 minutes break 52



What’s inside this luggage? 53
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Airport X ray machine 55



Knife under X ray machine 56



Can your build a X ray 
image detector?

How would you do?
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Let’s try numeric data

58



Flower classifier again… 59

Iris family contains 3 sub-families

Iris setosa Iris versicolor Iris virginica



This time, we use numeric 
data instead of photos

Why use numeric data?
 In some case, it is more precise.
Smaller data size.
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Petal

Sepal



61
iris_training.csv

120 samples 4 features 3 types (0, 1, 2)

types (0, 1, 2)



Testing data 
(premade_estimator.py) 62



 Click Anaconda Prompt

 activate exercise3

 cd C:\Users\tensorflow\Desktop\exercise2

 python premade_estimator.py
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Run the training & prediction 64



Think…
Accelerometer data

Can you design a classifier for 
specific motions ?
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Falling down Walking Running
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